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DATA CAPTURE BY VOICE
V-Forms allows callers to “fill-in” forms, questionnaires and request
information by simply speaking their details.
An automated solution, V-Forms reduces resource levels during peak times
enabling Agents to deal with higher value calls rather than routine data
capture such as taking names and addresses.
Completed forms can be transcribed by multiple Agents during quiet
periods or processed by home-workers. Full analytics available via a secure
web portal.
Available in the cloud, or on-premise. Full customisation service
available. We integrate our V-Forms solution with your back-end systems,
databases and CRM.
In this guide we'll explain all about the key benefits and uses of
V-Forms, so you can see if it is right for you.
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V-Forms is ideal for companies running advertising or brochure
request campaigns, and competitions, where high call volumes
are expected and also offers fully automated management
reporting.

Customers can take part when it is convenient for them, and all
done quickly, and results updated in real time, and easily

GREAT FOR
ADVERTISING

accessible results for the business to see.
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V-Forms comes with multiple forms allowing, for instance,
for various campaigns to be set up and run simultaneously,
designed with different questions based on which
campaign number was dialled.
Great for A/B testing, and promoting a vast array of
products and services, and getting insight into what your
customers are wanting.

MULTIPLE
CAMPAIGNS

Easy to run and manage, and getting real-time insights for
any business, no matter the size or industry.
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Completed forms can be transcribed by multiple Agents during
quiet periods making fantastic use of their time, and is a perfect
solution for companies utilising the services of home-workers.
Great fit for now and going forward, for your customers and also
making better use of your staff time.

BETTER
USE OF
YOUR
STAFF

Creating staff engagement and making sure everyone is always
kept busy.

We hope this short guide gives you insight what V-Forms are
all about and how you could use them in your business.

If you need help - or simply have a question we'd be more
than happy to chat to you. Give us a call or drop Maxine an
email.
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ABOUT US
CALL US 0333 566 0000 OR EMAIL
MAXINE@MAXNET.CO.UK
We develop automated, self-service solutions. Technology that
makes life easier for your agents and customers. Self-service
applications that enable businesses to reduce customer service
costs through automation, across all channels - voice, chat,
sms.
From IVA, IVR, chatbots and voice assistants to biometrics, our
solutions allow businesses to create customer experiences that
exceed expectations at all levels. Our dedicated in-house
development team are experts in automated, self-learning AI
technologies that help businesses perform better. In the Cloud,
on-premises: any way our clients want it.
We deploy our solutions around the World, with a local
approach, a personal touch. And support our global clients in
exactly the same way, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

